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Pelter Proposes Appeals Board LCI Dorm Officers
For Campus Drug Abuse Cases Meet On Drug Issue
Rich Pelter, LCil Community Manager is attempting to
institute an appeals board to
act as a corollary to the
recent administrative policy
regarding the prosecution of
drug abuse on the Lindenwood
Colleges' campus. He stated
that the appeals board would

represent a viable alternative
to possible autocratic administration action.
Pelter said that he felt a
need for the board because of a
lack of due process inherent in
the new policy: "Anytime there
is no procedure in a case the
student is subject to arbitrary

Community Manager Rich Pelter at his desk.

(photo by Hyde)

decision.'' He went on to state
the purpose of the board as
the inclusion of " ..•• students
faculty and administration inan
issue that concerns everybody.
To give due process. To lean
more toward trial bY. peers as
opposed to the traditi~ antagonist, the administration. The
resul, would be to arr~ students fll()re trust in the community."
The issue will come up for
discussion atthenextmeetingof
the Council of the Colleges. This
is slated, accordillito Pelter, to
take place in the next two weeks.
Pelter stated that he had
originally presented the proposal personally to President
Brown for approval; however,
the president had rejected the
~uest because he felt that
it should go before the Council. "Un!ortunately," Pelter
said, "the president chairs the
Council • . • he has ultimate veto
over af\Y decisions handed down
by that committee."
Pelter pointed out that at
this juncture he is not sure
whether the appeals board need
be instituted since the administration has agreed to dra!t
and circulate a directive listing
sll points of procedure and
alternatives open to student& in
this type or case. However, he
(continued page 3)

Following the Town Hall
meeting held by President
Brown on November 5, Sue Kiser, Vice President of Housing
and Judicial Affairs, called a
joint meeting or the House Presidents and Vice Presidents of
Lindenwood College L The purrose or this meeting was to clarify any misconceptions derived
Crom the l'res1aent's meeung
the night before so that the proper information could be carried back to the dormitories.
Student government Presi~
dent Marsha Hollander made a
statement which clarified the
point that the Town Hall meeting
was not called rorbytheadministration, but rather, it was the
direct outgrowth of (acuity concern. Miss Hollander made the
state1r.?nt on behalf of the student government and wanted
students or LC I to be so informed.
The four points made at the
meeting included the failure or
campus judicial boards for both
coDeges to handle thedrog problem, which resulted in its being handed totheadministration
for execution, a proposal that
faculty set up counseling for
those who desired it, a plan for
reba_!>ilitation, and oonaccept-

ance of drugs as an excuse
Cor poor performance in classes.
Dorm meetings were heJa unmedlat.ely after Miss Kiser had
adjourned her meeting. Miss
HolJander• s statement was read
to dorm members al~witb explanations of sear ch and seizure policies and liability. It
was made clear that should the
school suspend any student for
use or possession or drugs,
that the administration is legally liable to inform officials.
Also mentioned was the increase of security for further
protection from this problem
which President Brown stated
as having "reached a critical
level" The security patrol will
act as an administrativeagencj
concerning drugs and theirtestimol'\Y will be used as evidence.
The meeting enableddormof!icers to carry back to their
dorms a more clear picture of
the situation. Dorm members
were also given the chance to
discuss openly the seriousness
of the situation, administrative
policies concerning it, and how
they were involved in it as
members or the college communily.

LCI leaders Strike Again,t · Administration Attitude
ln an action unprecedented
in the history or Llndenwood

College, Student Association
President, Marsha Hollander,
called a general strike of all
student officers. The strike
was announced on KCLC-AM
during a Student Speak Out program on Thursday, November
12.
The strike, as outlined by
the LCI Student Senate, called
for the cessation or all the
activities of the women's government. It has the endorsement of all members of the government, and extends to all
areas in which the women's government operates.
At a governmental level, the
strike instruction, Issued by
the Senate, called for the stoppage o! Women's
Judicial
Board, Student andSoclalCouncil meetings. They also ended,
for the duration or the strike,
LCI participation in the student- Police Relations Board,
and announced a 'silent boycott' of the Lecture-Concerts
and Convocation Committees.
At the dormitory level the
strike instructions suspended
all of the functions of student
operated
dormitory governance. They stipulated that House
Presidents and Vice-Presidents were no longer responsible for dormitory rules. that
Standard's Boards would not
meet, House Staffs would not
sit Lock-up, I- ire Captains
would not hold fire drills, and
Hall Proctors would not enforce the quiet hours regulations, all for the duration of

the student leaders' action.
A major factor emphasized in
the announcement or the strike
was that no single student was
responsible for or available for
comment on, the situation. The
Student Senate, acting as a
whole, was announced as the only body which would answer
questions or enter into consultatJon on the stoppage. The final
words of the strike lnstructlons,
emphasizing this point, read
••we go as a group or not at
all."
On Friday November 13, the
Senate met with Dean Sandra
Thomas, at her request. The
Senators presented her with a
statement which outlined the
main objective of the action.
This document (later circulated to the student body) asked
for an attitudinal change on the
part or the administration to alleviate the frustration that the
women's leaders had felt concerning some of thelr proposals
and the whole character of student-administration communication. It cited as examples of
the women's grievances: ''The
confusion caused by the amrmatlve statement made by Dean
Thomas concernl~our proposals ln the early rail regardi~
various aspects of student life
only to have her ask us why we
implemented them" and "The
establishment or a library committee to discuss the possibility
oC extending the hours - only to
be told it was a financial impossibility". The statement
charged that "those involved"

had failed to speak 'frankly ana
consistently' "
After the meetlng, theStudent
Senate issued a bulletin which
described the discussion as
"not a dialogue, but a rmnologue, where students offered
their opinions and DeanThomas
asked questions." This release
also expressed the Senate's
view that what the Dean had
said had been "evasive" and
that the problem was "still not
understood."
lnltial reaction to the strike
was limited on the administration's part to ''no comment".
Both President John AnthOl'\Y
Brown and Dean Howard .Barnett were reached on the telephone from KCLC-AM shortly
after the announcement. Neither oCiered aey comment at that
time since as they pointed out,
they had no lntormation on the
action. Several mee~ took
place between administration
oUicials and Senators 011 Monday and Tuesday November 16
and 17. At one or these theSenate registered a complaint with
Dean Thomas over the locking
al dormitories at 11:00 p.m.,
a measure introduced when
House staffs ceased sitting
Lock-up.
On Tuesday everww a meeting between the Administrative Council and the Student
Senate was announced for the
following day. Women students
were asked to cortact their
Senator with suggestions for
discussion and lo express thelr
LCI studen1 senate: (seated) Sue Kiser. Marsha Hollander, Marsha Bassett;
(Sland,ngl Mary Ann Collier. Bev ThurS1on. Deborah Crouch, Dollie Lewallen. support.
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Georgia Perkins sings solo in an Orphan Egg concert.

(photo by Hydi:)

I' ve made love to a shooting star
I've been raped
my love stolen
by a fly-by-night snowflake.
I've been used
and callously thrown aside
by a withering old candle
flame on a winter' s night.
I've gone to bed with my teddy bear
who wore no green
dacron
and
cotton
polyester pyjamas.
I've been kissed by a directionless drop o! rain
and embraced guiltily
by a listless lustful world.
I've been handled r oughly
according to society,
yielded - most unwittingly time, and time again
to the feel of meadowgrass
beneath my back.
I've been little more than a prostitute to life.
Still I flaunt and flirt
and fling myself
under the weight of each
formless day
which finds me good enough
to touch
I should be ashamed
Instead, I revel!
in all ••.
these orgiastic pleas ures.
Intercourse is such a important part of being alive.
- Georgia Perkins

Union Plan Moves On
The student governments'
joint proposal to acquire the Ida
Belle McCluer Guest House as a
student union will soon go before
the Council of the Colleges for
discussion. The proposal, which
would open the building and its
facilities to the entire college
for use as a student lounge and
study area, was drawn up by, and
has the support of, both student
governments.
According to Rich Polter,
LCn· s Community Manager, the

respective governments would
be able to absorb the cost of
running such a center in their
financial resources, should the
plan meet with approval. He
could foresee no major expense
involved in altering or renovating the establishment for the
stated purposes, except, perhaps, the purchase of a television set.
The building is currently beg
ing used as a residency by LCfs
Dean Sandra Thomas.

"I used to think that in •
volvement wlth people was
where everything was at," says
Georgia Perkins . "But lt's
really possible to lo~e yourself
in that. It can be a cop-out
to cope more with people than
to cope with the intellectual
side or yourself. It is easy to
get lost and fool yourself that
you're really gettinglntopeople
when often you are just participating ln fruitless raps.
They are possibilities to learn
and teach someone, but of varied importance."
Georgia, a senior at LCI,
feels that many people are too
concerne'il wIth the question,
'Why am I here?'. She believes that "you have to learn
to relate yourself to whetever
you are." She does not emphasize the importance of location in her life. "Wherever
you are in that particular situation is formingapartofyou."
Discussing the concept of
lifestyle, Georgia explained: "It
is really easy to get lazy within a lifesty le so that the lifestyle becomes your center rather than your Cringe benefits;
it can become your reason for
doing things." She believes that
a person's lifestyle would bean
expression of what he is but
should not be all that he Is. As
she puts It: "You shouldn't try
to be one way or another your lifestyle should be an unconscious expression of yourself. You don't work at it it just happens."
She went on to point out
that placing a great deal of

by J ennifer Soy k e

emphasis on lifestyles means
caring too much about the opinion of the collective 'they'
of the wor Id. "Only people close
to you matter, and if they care,
they will accept you for everything you are. In the end you
will never know the 'they' so
what does il matter? People
can hurt so much because they
feel one way and think they
should be another."
Georgia places her faith in
mankind in her potential
to
attain fulfillment through relationships that involvr :.:iv:ng.
In these, she feels, he can
see himself ••reflected in another human being." She believes that man could move toward
a togetherness which would represent his "desire to return
to a like source from which
all mankind came. To me it
follows that the only reason
I have for living a flesh and
blood type or exist ence is communication."
Georgia sees that much of
this communication is accomplished through Jove. " I believe in the ability of one person to get high off another
through love, and ultimately,
that is all that matters. The
only way to propagate what you
think and what you feel is by
being it to the greatest extent you possibly can. That is
worth, and composed or, the
hurts and joys of love."
One of the problems which
Georgia
sees is that many
people are afraid to give up
everything for what they feel.
"If you don't ever completely

Halfway House Gets
Help And 'Parents'
The program is so new that
it has not even acquired an
o!ficial name yet. Some signs
say, " St. Char les Juvenile Delinquency Home", some say
"Halfway House", and one that
workers round in the front yard
of the house says "The Hopalong Cassidy Ranch."
This will be a home for St.
Charlesans urderage 17, of both
sexes, who have been arrested
or who just need a place to stay.
Formerly there was no place for
s uch people except detention,
that is, jail; this Institution will
be for some of the young people, a sort of hal!way house between jail and the outside world.
They will stay there for any
le ~ or time up to 3 months,
then either go home or to foster parents. The building selected can accommodate up to 12
comfortably. Out o! 62 applicants for the post, the county
selected a young, childless
couple, Jim and Connie Parker,
to be the program's housefather and house mother. Parker
works as a salesman. Mrs.
Parker says that she will do all
the children' s cooking, cleaning and laundry.
The building selected for the
hal!way house is located on a
hill in a wooded area at 346
Elm Street Road in St. Charles.
The county has a one year lease
on the for mer private house. l!
the program proves successful,
the county may later buy a farm
for the children to work.
To match a federal grant
for the project. St. Charles
County is donating a
great
many services. This means that
construction workers of various

kinds have given vast amounts
of their own time, equipment,
and m1mey in r enovating the future hal!way house. They have
done most of the work of installing two new bathrooms,
giving the building a total of
three bathrooms and five bedrooms. Also, women from various St. Charles women's clubs
and church groups, as well as
Mrs. Barbara Barnett, Mrs.
Pat Konstam, and a group or
Lindenwood ladies have come
out to paint the walls oyster
white, rake the leaves away,
and clean out the hards of junk
left in the house and garage.
Lindenwood students who want
to get involved are asked to
make bright-colored posters to
decorate the walls of the house.
No one is certain when the
house will be finished and ready
for its futu re occupants, butthe
Lindenwood students who have
been working on it say it will
probably
be ready in about
another month. At this point, the
program's organizers hope that
Lindenwood students will come
to Elm Street Road and instruct
the children ln various extracurricular activities, such as
guitar playing, or take them
on outings like swimming. shopping, the zoo, the theater, or
Lindenwood's convocation. St.
Andrew's theatre in St. Charles has already offered free
tickets for the children.
As one Lindenwood student
pointed out, this is an excellent opportunity for underclassmen who arc interested in social work to find out if they
would enjoy it.

iJ

give of yourself, you can't completely lose yoursel!. But only by completely givingofyourself do you feel love. The desire and ability to love a person as a person without wanting or needing to be sure-without expectations or obligations
- is very rare, but that ls really love."
Georgia
is perhaps best
known on the Lindenwood campus for her musical talent, most
recently
demonstrated
in
Orphan Egg. "Music is a big
part of my life," she commented, "it's the one thing I'm
doing here I would like to keep
doing when I get out."
''Music and people are like
two forms of magic for me. I
have no idea of how they touch
men, or why. But if there are
two things I would be willing
to have run my life it would be
those two things together: the
magic of walking with someone and the magic of being a
piece of music - touchstones
for feeling and a deeper resonance or complete being."

Three Guards
Join Security
The security force at Lindenwood recently added three new
members to its full-time staff.
The new men. Irwin Shatro,
Ralph Baker and A. Bunhoster
are all res idenls of the St.
Charles community.
Befor e their appointment at
Lindenwood. none of the men
had any experience as security
guards. Erwin J. Gibson. Chief
or Security, explained "Every
security outfit has its own way
of training men . . . Campus
security is different from offcampus security." For these
reasons, Gibson prefers that
his men have no previous experience, so that they can be
trained at Lindenwood and then
assigned to appropriate positions.
According to Gibson, the
three new guards were hired to
provide the campus with better
coverage. The increase in number of guards will provide extra men in case of an emergency, such as a fire, and allow
the security force more time to
provide services for the students.
Until the recent additions to
the for ce. there had been two
guards on duty during each of
three shifts (8:00 a.m. - 4:00
p.m., 4:00 p. m. - 12:00 p. m.,
12: O O p m - 8: O Oa m ). With
the new men. the two night shifts
will operate with three guards
on duty. At present the security
force consists of eight full -time
members, two part- time mem bers and nine students who work
short periods during the da_y.
Commenting on lhethreeadditions. Gibson emphasized that
the sec -rity force is working
for the benefit of the students
and the colleges. He stressed
that he welcomes comments and
suggeslions from students.

Art Supplies
School Supp:ic~
Polaroids

AHMAN'S
NEWS
STAND
223 N Main St

SL Charles. Mo
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Students Produce
Newscast At /(MOX
Class members ofTelevision
Production
(Communication
Arts 220) are working this
semester in conjunction with
KMOX-T\I in SL Louis. Under
the direction of Professor Martha Boyer and Mark Russell.
in charge of Public Relations at
the station, the students are
writing. producing. and directing a simulated newscast
which will be taped at KMOX
on December 6.
Students in this course had
video taped their own public
service announcements and
commercials with the equipment at Lindenwood, but soon
realized that vast gap between
the facilities at KMOX and
those on campus.
Mr. Russell
reviewed the
worl1 of the class, criticized and
offered suggestions for broadening and imp roving technique
and message. He expressed his
hopes for an original public
service announcement or commercial to be produced by the
class with the possibility of it
being aired on television if it

met professional standards.
Many suggestions. including a
new slant on a children's show,
a documentary, and dramatizat ions. were submitted and the
news cast was selected as the
project most challenging. "This
project is more difficult and
time consuming than the other
projects suggested, butit offers
us a wealth of knowledge and
experience." said Bert Brown,
one of the three cameramen
for the venture. Although the
class will spend a total of nine
to ten hours at the station in
preparation, the actual length
of the tape will be about ten
minutes. Every member of the
class of seventeen has at least
two jobs to perform so that
the project will run srmothly.
The entire production will be
run by students under the supervision of station technicians.
The first of the three preliminary meetings atthestation
was held November 8. At the
meeting students were acquainted with camera operations, audio and video equiPment.

Pelter Proposes
On Drug Cases
(cont. from page 1)
believes that such a committee
would be beneficial because
"this is an issue that concerns
everybody.·•
Although not specifically stated in the proposal, Pelter hopes
that "the committee could be
used to study the (drug) problem in perspective to the campus and the jeopardy in which
this problem places us." He
did stress that this might be the
best role for the committee if
il were not needed in its present form. This shift of role, he
noted. depended on due process
being instituted in the admjnistration directive: " IC we can
hold the administration to this
point, there will be no need to
institute lhe committee except
to study the problem."
Pelter ventured that when
such a statement was issued,
it would emanate either fre,.n
the president's office or from
the deans of LC I and Il. " l kno\\
Dr. Hood will be in on it,"
he said. He concluded that when
such cases do come for administrative action, they will be
handled as quietly as possible.

Yaffe Directs Two
Avant Garde Plays
Two French avant-garde
plays directed by senior Katherine Yaffe will be presented
in the Carriage House behind
Sibley Hall December 3, 4, and
5 at 8:00 p. m.
"Humulus the Mute'' by Jean
Anouilh and Jean Aurenche depicts a young mute (played by
John Sumakis) who has learned
to pronounce one word each
day. The rest of the cast is
made up of the Duchess. played
by Donna Amison: Hector de
Brignac, David Ebenstein; the
Tutor, Ted Williams; the Maids,
Buffie Watson, Robin Quimby. Amy Ottinger, Pat Ruth, and
Kathy Gallagher; the Groom,
Jeffrey Kleiman: and Helene,
Jennifer Soyke.
"The Mirror-Wardrobe One
Fine Evening'' by Louis Aragon
is a surrealistic play dealing
with the transition in society
and thus in the theatre. The
cast is, in order of appearance: The Woman, Linda Piper; The Soldier. Tom Hergert;
The President, Salvatore Pizzo; The General, Jim Goldsby;

The Two Sister s, Cindy Dinwiddie and Kathy Gallagher ;
The Man, Richard Kulleck; Theodore Fraenkel, David Ebenstein; A Fairy, Buffie Watson; Jules, Peter Rogers; Lenor e. Li nda Bailey; Madame
Leon, Robin Quimby.
Due to the size of the Carriage House Theatre, reservations for seats must be made in
advance. A table will be se1
up for this purpose in Roe.
mer Terrace on November 23,
24. and December 1. 2 and 3.
Miss Yaffe has worked in several productions on campus under Douglas Hume. Phil Enoch
and various student-directors.
She will be assisted by stage
manager, Linda Piper, assistant stage manager Jennifer Soyke, and the following crew
chiefs:
properties,
Meryl
Woolf; publicity. Jim Goldsby; programs . Jennifer Soyke;
set. Steve Gannon; lights. Herman Collins; make-up, Jacqui
Jaffee; and house manager,
Claudia Dammert.

Cagers Lose Opener; Win 2nd
The LC II basketball team
tipped off their first season on
Wednesday, November 11, in a
manner that tells of good things
to come. Matched against a long
established, more experienced
team from the St. Louis College of Pha r macy. the Lions gave
a surprisingly good account of
themselves. losing by a score of
67-60.
Steve Davis look the opening
tip for Lindenwood. but the
Lions failed to score. The
Apothecaries took the rebound,
but likewise were unable to
score. Both teams continued to
turn the ball over without scoring until l\1ike Roberts scored
from the free throw line after
being fouled. A few moments later Roberts again scored, this
time with a jump shot from the
top of the key to give the Lions
a 3- 0 lead. This was the only
time in the game that they Jed.
The Apothecaries then dom-

inated the boards and took advantage of a shaky fast break
game by the Lions to jump
to a 22- 11 lead. Later in the
half the Lions slowed the pace
and were able to move the ball
inside. At one point Clarence
Hendrickson tied up the score
25-25 with a twisting Jay-up.
Although LC was able to move
the ball. they failed to take
the lead, and the half ended with
the Apathecaries leading 3026.
The Lions lack of depth became apparent in the second
half. and Coach Edward E. Eddowes was only able to send
in occasional substitutes for
the already over~worked starting lineup.
Undaunted. however. the Lions continued to play nip and
tuck. heads up ball, and never
allowed their opponents more
than an 8 point lead. although
they themselves were never

Cl.ir1•11ce Hendrickson s111.-s ;:, la•1 · , ·.

·

11.i111st the ApothecariP.s.

able to pull ahead. Early in the
second half the Lions managed
once again to tie the score at
35-35 when Roberts drove in 2
points on an off-balance layup.
Sapped of strength by nearly
two halves of uninlei-ruptcd
play, the Lions doggedly continued to break up plays and force
a number of turnover!.. Again
they had trouble trying to get
the ball in close and were forced
to shoot from the outside. Al -·
though the scoring remained
even in the last few minutes .
the Apothecaries had a large
enough lead to hold on and win
66- 61.
Commenting after the game.
Coach Eddowes said that ''we
can look forward toan interesting season. I think we have a
winning team here and anybody
who doesn't, will be surprised.··
Roberts. captain for the Lions.
thinks that 'it was good for the
first time around. !think we will
do better when we get together
a full team."
In a game against Linn Technical College, the Lions took advantage of a small court and a
fast paced game to win 106-%.
At the end of the first quarter the Lions were down by a
score of 26- 25, but managed to
come up on top al half time 5046. Linn was leading once again
72-68 going into the fourth quarter. but the Lions were able to
pull ahead and finally defeat
Linn 106-96.
Cnlike the Lions' first game,
Monday's game saw them coll .
ecting more rebounds and getting off more shots. Clarence
Hendrickson was high scorer
in lhe game with 40 paints tohis
credit. Tom Tracy was lhc next
highest scorer with 26 points,
while Bob Gordon scored 20
points for Lindenwood.
Lindenwood's
Glen Cerny
cited one of the reasons for the
Lions win as being cons istency
of playing style. lie said that
"inside our men were being
muscled, but we were getting
second and third shots off on
offens e. while holding Linn to
one s hot.''
The Lions' next game will be
on \\'ednesday, December 2,
when they \\ ill play Logan College.

Actors rehear i-lg their roles in '-lumulus, the Mutt:.
b
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Strike Tactics

EDITORIALS

The Lindenwood College for Women's student leaders' strike
appears to be at a standstill The hoped for effect simp).y has
not happened.
In planning to strike their government. the student body lead•
ers obviously hoped to direct attention to the fact that they had
been ignored and pushed aside by the administration. We would
be the last to quibble with this assertion and we recognize the
justice of their complaint. Unfortunately the strike, while dramatizing that they have been ignored and pushed aside, seems to
indicate that they will continue to be.
The lack of concern shown by theadministrationover the strike
may well be due to thefactlhat not one of the strike tactics seems
designed to bring the administration to the bargaining table. Instead they point out the fact that the administration does not have
to bargain at all, but merely needs to wait until the women are
forced to come to them.
The women's leaders failed to consider several areas where
they could have forced action from the administration and highlighted the need for a real and responsive liason with students.
They should have refrained from the use of "shock" tactics. lt
only introduced curiosity (Instead or support) in the men students
and confusion instead or sympathy in the administration. If the
women had appealed to the men's government, the men might
well have chosen to strike with the women. While allowing that
the women wish to point out that in many cases the female stu,jenlshere has been unfair).y disciplined when compared to the male,
it is, nonetheless. true that the sympathy and endorsement of the
other student government might well have increased administrative willingness to meet demands.
Further the instructions to the women student leaders and the
student body are not forceC:.il enough to create any need for
immediate mediation. Instead, they have made things t he way
the administralion wants them. By eli mination of the Women• s
Judicial Board for the strike' s duration, they have left the
student body without its rmst important right - that of peer group
protection Crom arbitrary administrative action. The effect is
that, as of now, any offenses will be dealt with by the administration. It is doubtful whether this is one of the aims of the strike.
The incapacitation of this group would also appear to have
stopped all negotiations for an All-Campus Joirt Judiciary Board,
designed to prevent the real gap that now exists between judicial
action at the two colleges.
Rules concerning hours and olher aspects of dor mitory Ille
are being enforced. In the meantime, by mutual agreement and
thus there is no need for Standards Boards. Social Council has
performed its primary function or the semester (the Dt.te Danre
went without a hitch) and Student Council, as it has pointed out
itself, had not been able to accomplish much, therefore ils
strike pr esents no real proble m.
The withd rawal of student activity funds. currently under
consideration, would not hit the administration too much either.
Unless, or course, they would really miss the Ibis. the Linden
Leaves, the Grirrin and the entertainments lined up by Social
Council. The silent boycott of the Lectures and Concerts and
Convocations Committees can only hurt students by allowing (almost forcing) the administration to increase its role in those
areas back up to its previous level The boycotting or the Student-Police Relations Boarc! is, perhaps, the hardest strike
·..actic to understand since that board is structured to exclude
administration from its deliberations and operations. It exl!,ts
merely for the protection or students and it is hard lo believe
that the women's leaders intended to remove this protection.
The strike is merely acessationofactivitiesby, and not a mass
resignation of. the LCI student government. This latter m~
yet be employed. and it certainly would be a stronger tactic
since it could affect the accrcdation or the college.
The opening of dormitories last Saturday was an admirable
initiative on the students' part, but it is easily justifiable (and,
therefore. ignorable) on the administration's side since it was the
weekend or the Date Dance. It would seem. at this point, that
the strike has failed to make absolutely clear what its specific
claims are and to institute action designed to get those aim, put
into action.
We sympathize as s tated above, with the general aim of the
student leaders' strike. It is obvious that a movement 1\hich
can claim such a widespread following among the student body,
should not go long without some response.
But it seems that more and firmer action is needed before
that response will be rorthcoming. The student leaders or
LCI will have several alternatives open should they need to
extend the scope of the strike or ch~e its direction •
Active s upport should be sought from the men students. Strike
tactics should hit nearer to the administration and further
from the students.
What is called for is some more talk
but a lot more action.
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The Ibis

Proper Perspective
Although the To1\n Hall Meeting of \\cdnesday, November 4th
caused tempers to flare on all sides concerning the drug issue on the Lindenwood Colleges· campus some good might be salvaged from it. This good can only come about. ho1H•ver, iL
everyone realizes that drugs are not, in themselves. the reason
for academic apathy, but are, rather. a symptom of deeper
rooted problems.
One only has to remember the beginning of last year when men
arrived at Lindenwood en masse. For the first month or so the
atmosphere was charged with anticipation and excitement as the
students of LC II prepared to build their college. But something happened. The excitement and anticipation withered away
and disillusionment filled the vacuum. By the end of the first
term the faculty was disillusinncd with the students and the
students were disillusioned with practically everything. Revivals
took place later in the year, but they were not ,ery long lasting.
This year it is worse. There was very little delectable anticipation at the outset of the academic term. and 1,hatever
there was has a ll but disappeared. But this problem is not res tricted to lhe men·s college. The women. while having a much
longer tradition at Lindenwood, also have a longer tradition
of apath.). both in the classroom and outside it. In fact the impn.ncmcnt of lhe academic atmosphere was one of the reasons
that men were invited to Lindcnwood, or so they were told.
\\llat seems to be the cause of this lax attitude towards
academic achievement? It would be easy to place the blame
for it on "drug abuse•· (or any other form of self abuse for
that matter)
but that answer is not very impressive, and,
indeed. appears lo shelter the real problem from our fullest at tention. It could be postulated that the problem arises from an
educational system that leads students by the hand through
twelve years of formal schooling, only to thrust them into an
environment that requires a self-motivation they have not been
encouraged or enabled to acquire. This is a legitimate complaint,
heard from students and educators around the country. But it
would be unrealistic lo believe that we at Lindenwood can change
a system that pervades an entire nation's schools.
Therefore, we must look closer to home and attempt to identify
and alleviate those parts of the problem which are particularily
Lindem,ood's. The social life (or lack of it) is the first problem
that comes to mind. Students may spent up to six hours thinking
about findi ng something to do and then finally go lo bed because.
even if they had thought of somelhing. it ls then too late to do it.
Needless to say. this experience can be frustrating, and that
frustration can vent itself in (or perhaps, more cor rect).y, not
in) the classroom. It is foolish to make too great a distinction
between a student's academic and social life; living is a total experience and not an accumulation of various categorized experiences.
The lack of special interest groups on campus may also be
another contributing factor. There arc a great number of very
talented students at Lindenwood who have widely diverse interests and experiences. But there are few organizations senicing these interests and feeding them, either formally or informally back into the academic ethos of the colleges .
This evaluation has barely scratched the surface of problems
that contribute to an unfavorable attitude in the classroom. We
suggest that the drug issue be put into its proper perspective
and, while keeping it in mind as a factor. a study be undertaken
to uncover and deal with all or the problems which affect the
the academic life of our community. We also urge that students
and faculty members meet informally to discuss these problems
that we face. Whatever effects, however direct or indirect. receive discussion are on the way towards solution. It is to be hoped
that \\hatever study might arise. it can be undertaken with seriousness and in great depth; snap judgements and easy answers
will not suffice.

Communication Must
Be Made Viable
Whatever controvcrs~ mar arise from the current s tudent leaders' strike,
one thing remain-; clear: the administration has consistently failed to behave resixmsibly to11 ard!-t the women's student go\ ernmcnt this semester.
The tactics adopted b~ the leaders have been, for the most part, rather mild
in evoking am immediate response from the administration. But this docs not dis·
count further action which ma, hit closer to the mark. The unfortunate aspect of
the strike is that ft expresses the s imple fact that those leaders who have tried
to represent and work for their constituents, have been contlnualh thv.arted and
frustrated.
\\ h) the situation had to develop at all Is the largest Issue here. If the administration is as sincere In their hopes to work with students as students have sho11n
themselves to be willing lo work with administrators, then an honest and viable
means of communication must be developed between the tv.o parties.
It is time that the administration realized that studcnL,; arc not a collection of
Don Quixolcs, nor arc they an aggregation or children playing grol\n-up games.
Their efforts are made wtth the sincere concern for all Interests involved. students arc at Lindcnwood for the final Cormali1.ing or their education, their ideals,
and their ways of life. ll:·lf1, a)' answers arc not good enough.
Whatever the outcome or the strike, it Is commendable that the student leaders
saw It l\as time to act in some wa, to evoke an administration response. It is our
sincere hope that the present situation will be resolved In a Juq manner. Both
sides \\Ill be benefactors if it is.
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Student Senate Speaks on Strike

Black
Voices

order to lock the dorms at 11:00
get to the Dean's o!Cice in the
F.dllor's Note:
p.m. was gven by the admlnr1rst
place
but
go
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stuThe following represents the
istratlon - with no Cormal nodent government official, who
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tice.
The Student Senate evican
either
deal
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proSenate.
dently was not even wortl\y or
blems or channel it affectiveOn November 12, 1970, at a
a note on orricial station, much
ly.
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less on a half-sheet of ditto
2. the Dean could refuse to
Lindenwood College (or Women
paper. Yet the administration
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herselC
In
such
a
disstudent government. Crom hall
asks for the same courtesy depute. She could, instead, refer
proctors to the Student Senate,
nied us. But oh yes, we must
the student and her complaint
a dcclslon was reached lo inlnot neglect the fact that the
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ltlale a general strike. No oCpower ls indeed all theirs.
to a student government offlcers were to execute their
Al this point it Is necessary
nccr.
dulJes ard a statement was lsto make one point perfectly
3. the Dean could do exactsued to that errect to a ll stuclear - we, as students, are
ly what she has been dol~ the "man" growl~ d3l1y, be""The more we raise quesderts, faculty, ard adminlsnot purPorting to know how best tions, the more we are mlscomi~ a glant octoPUS, each of
involve herselC.
trali1rs. Resignations "'ere
Another reason !or thestrlkc to run a college. We are not Wlderstood." When a seventeen
his tentacles manifested as posubmitted by all student orbrazenly proclaiming to be all- year old black high school stuIs the "ex post facto" atmoslitician, policemen, business(icers except senate members
knowl~ and rully aware oCwhat dert made this statemert, she
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that should be made. What we cial problems raci~ the black
uity dealings. In affairs thatdiblack man has no other alterperdlr~ acceptance by the Stuarc saying is that we want to man Is only secondary and in
rcclly arrect student, after a
native but to deal openly with
dent Senate. The R.A.'s could
be heard In the planning stagproclamation Is made, students
m&I\Y cases non-existent to the
the "man". He must exPoso
not submit res lgnations because
arc allowed to reacl Please,
es, and this voice which is to while. The ••man" can only unhim and destroy him.
they have signed contracts with
be heard should not be heeds derstand what he deems comwe arc an aware or the adage
There are mal\Y Issues Cacthe college. The Senate memat all times and not ar bitrarthat ror every action there Is a
prehensible. And to this sevlng the campus which the black
bers did not resign their posireaction. What needs to be made ily muted. What we are dcertecn year old, now four years
man has vested Interest, yet
tions ror the following reasons:
clarl~
is
that
Ir
there
Is
no
clear
is
that
reactions
could
the
"man" refuses to realize
older;
this
"man"
is
an
ob1. lo servo as collectlve
real desire to hear us, lr stacle in the right for human
be mlnlml~ed lr there was conwhat the problem ls. Echoes
spokesman ror the groupofstuour speeches are received out rights.
or "we've tried", "I've done
dert leaders as well as !or the sult.atlon ln the policymaking
Yet, It ls very difficult to
what I can", "I didn't even
entire student body in thls issue. and not an.er thePollcyhasbeen of patronization rather than
genuine
concern.
there
ls
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made.
There
are
student
resay
this
because
the
man
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know that It existed." "I !eel
2. to insure our NCATE acneed for student government at considered to most a human,
responsibility for the situacreditation (which would be In presentatives at raculty meetall.
What
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done
will
be
an
individual,
a
person.
lie
lovings
and
at
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Council
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tion",
"lC we work t~cther,
jeopardy If all student governes, he reels, be has the same
maybe we can get somewhere",
mert ofCicers were to resign). Colleges, ror example, but what done regardless.
This strike was meant to basic emotions as al\Y other
kind or genuine excha~e or
rise to dearening proportions.
3. to handle al\Y matters inidea-;
can
be
made
when
stuclarify
ro tes and positions. the
man. Yet there is something
This Is merely a manifest symvolving students which may aworth or student of!lcers, racdents are confronted with statepeculiar about the "man" lackptom or " mania". Avoiding the
r ise during this period or strike.
ments such as •'I arbitrarily ulty committees, and adminising in most other men. T he
Issue by bringing In personal
Why the strike? In response decide not to discuss this mat- trators Through student and
"man" has an added trait. He
attempts at tackli~ the proto rrustratlon Celt by man,y stuter"'> Students can either slt otten time Caculty negligence,
has an insatiable thirst to rule
blems places the blame on the
derts in all areas of college there as "responsible adults" the administration has been alother men. Re thinks he must
individual. This can be called
We. Frustrations caused by and not discuss the matter, can
lowed to enter lrto realms that
control both man and nature.
the "martyrdom syndrome."
administration, faculty, mempurc;ue the matter Into a dead should be none or their conNow the problem whlchcausBut what the "man" must reabers or Llndcnwood II, and by end and no doubt be asked to cern. And the administraUon es much conflict in the study or
li'le is that the black ls not
ourselves. Somewhere along the either refrain rrom discussing has accepted these responsl"mania" ls the black man who
concerned with the Individual.
lines, somewhere in the burthe topic, or leave or their own bllitles when they should have
has had the opportunity tostudy
The black is not concerned with
eaucratic superstructure that accord rather than sit there. rcrused and directed the matthe symptoms, causes, and efavoidance defenses. ,\ man ral:.
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It ls smothered because it is
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mere humans. Neither the
sumi'd outside or their realms.
scious) over-looki~ for stuate - the situation is abor condition; slave and master "man" nor the black man have
Mal\Y women fell, ror example,
dents In the discussions or polsurd. This type of misinforrcspcclively . The motives as
time to deal with failure. If
that \lie were bei~ undermation and lack or communiicy that affect students direct'lllell as the acts or the "man"
the "man" continue to do so,
mined and ractlonalized due to
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ly. This pr ocedure only tends
at.! understood by the black.
he wlll Call and he wlll die.
the fact that matters were beprofcsciors, and administrators
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Tht! blacks refuse to think in
ing handled by the Dean or the
ls diametrically opposed to the
Clcant and "In their proper
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his power
failure terms and the blacks
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(continued page 8)
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Billikens Stay No. l;
Virgin and Gypsy Burn with Life
Lions Fight Bravely
Did Lawrence actually say it
this way? Could he have? How
much is suggested in the novel?
How much did the director do?
" The Virgin and The Gypsy" is
exciting regard less of who is
responsible, Christopher, Miles, the director,either did a
superb job of Interpreting Lawrence or he did an even more
fantastic job of adapting him.
It really doesn't matter which.
The actors compliment the
script. All are well cast. Franco Nero is exciting, bewildering, expressive, and effective as the gypsy. All this with
virtually no dialogue. The virgin, to whom the gypsy symbolises freedom and the antithesis of her vicar father and
"Is society Is portrayed with
appropriate restraint by Joanna
Shimkus. So much rests upon
expression,
eyes, skin, the

camera angle, the colors, the
tone. Very little "message" is
blasted out in the dialogue,
which is all the better for it's
sharpness when It creeps Corth
from the Cilm.
The film smells and tastes
of the past. Yet it burns of
the present. It burns in the
place a film should burn.
Words come fast after seeing "The Virgin and the Gypsy"
So fast and so spontaneously
.
t hat 1t seems wrong to water
them into journalistic form.
The film is a poem.Throbbing,
rising, always salis(yillt, but
disturbing. You catch your
breath (for what seems no reason) whilewatchingitandsometimes you laugh. The characters
are real. The dialogue is fast,
deep, cutting.
The virgin is caged in a disgusting town in the English midlands. Father is the vicar.

Mother has divorced him.
Auntie is a matronly prune and
grandmother belches, croaks,
and accuses, immortality being the dominant concern and
"WE DON'T TALK ABOUT
SUCH THlNGS" beingtherallyIng cry of the armies of repression headed by the church
going devout.
The story isn't important.
To tell it would spoil ;t, The
story, the acting, the dir ecting, the Cilming, are the medium. In this case they are not
the message, only its carrier,
and the message is fresh, beautiful, universal. Enough so toevoke a search on our part Cor
D.H. Lawrence's novel.
If you want your senses rubbed to the point where they
tingle for a long time, let the
film work on you for two hours,
or perhaps it will become two
weeks.
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CHRISTMAS GIFTS
Sued.e.Candles. Musica l Jewlry Boxes,
Novelty Ugh ters.
Bar Gifts.

1st CAPITOL

NOVELTY MART
CArrnss From Kroger's )

2001 1st.
Capitol Oi,
124-9117

OPPORTUN ITY
Sparetime addressing envelopes
and circulars! Make $27.00 per
thousand, Handwritten o r typed.
in your owm home. Send iust
S2.00 for INSTRUCTIONS and
a LIST OF F IRMS USING ADDRESSERS. Satisfaction _guarani·

B&V Enterprises. Dept. 11-2 1.
P.O. Bos 398. Peatblossom.
Calif. 93553

President Brown congratulates the soccer team for their effort
t he Billiken~.
(photo t,y HydP.)
It was played in near-freezliklns goalie with the ball. Then
ing weather; fans, spectators
the goalie broke to attempt to
and cheerleaders sat or jumprecover it but was outnumbered
ed in spirited support while two
by two Lion players. Unforgiants in the soccer world battunately due to the scramble of
tied for goals• St. Louis Unplayers on both sides the ball
iverslty's Billikins, the top
missed the goal by mere inchrated national soccer team, ancl
es."
Linc'enwood's Lions, the newest
Lion goalie, Keith Askenasi,
national soccer team met in
played very well and deserves
fierce compelion last Monday
credit (or keeping the Billikins
night at a local high·schools'
offense well checked.DaveLevl
lighted athletic field. Although
also stood out in his position
the Lions team work and spirit
as opening goalie. Davedldwell
was at an all time high the Bilfor a beginning goalie and cerlikins superb pass work and atain)y did both himself and his
bundance of players won them
coach credit.
the game 15-0.
The team greatly appreciated
The score doesn't tru)y rethe tremendous support of the
fleet the field activity of the
spectators and the enthusiasm
Lions though. Several close goal
of the cheerleaders although
1ttempts almost turned the tide
some say that they had blue
for the Lions Lion player Kevin
legs (from the cold no doubt).
Kirby related one of the most
Even President Brown ancl
notable attempts, "Well three
some of the faculty took their
Lion players rushed the Bilturn at leading a cheeragainst

THRO'I
AN ADVENTURE IN SHOPPING FOR
MISSES - JUNIORS - JR. PETITES
BY: TAMI
RUSS TOGS
ANVIL

FASHIONS FOR MEN AND YOUNG MEN
BY:

JONATHAN LOGAN
DAVIS
HIS

LEVI
VAN HEUSEN
JANTZEN

MARI( 1'WAIN SHOPPING CENTER
ON THE MALL

9:30 TO 9:30

BOTANY
FLORSHEIM
WINDBREAKER
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Mad Ian Leads Tull
In Jazz-Rocli Music

tection of misfit musicians. The
visual appearance of this man,
who is a complete bundle oflile,
Dear Mr. Fantasy
is amazing. He seems to be
Play us a tune
Something to make us all happy. completely ethereal, clothed in
tatters . turning the opera house
into an enchanted forest. The
- Sl c, c \\ inwood
.Jethro Tull, rock's most il- entire visual appearance of Tull
is a mind-bo1.n:lcr superman in
lustrious comedy routine cummusical group. swept through tie-dies playing bass, Lord
St. Louis recently for the se- Faunlleroys on piano and guicond lime in the last year. They tar and a mechanic, complete
were better than ever, by the with hat, pounding drums and
benefit of a hca lthy Ian Ander- cymbals.
As an act, Tull is captivatson and new, more vital arrangements. Their advertised ing. Anderson, healthier than
supporting group, Molt the Ho- last time he was in town, lensople, did not materialize but ing, rapping, enchanting beinstead 1,e were surprised, tween and during songs, is a
somewhat pleasantly, with My- sight to be seen and heard.
lon, a Southern gospel-rock The wit displayed, along with
the eccentricity of his topics
singer.
Mylon was a very able open- ("Somebody has lo sing blues
er, although he was followed by for God") would make the whole
an act which could make al- evening worthwhile, even if all
most anybody forget any open- the group members were toneer. He did not have time to get deaf.
As it is, however. they are
as Involved with his music as
I would have liked. but he is a hardworking, talented group
obviously a deeply committed or musicians, performing maman. His music is gospel, his terial which has life and vardelivery cons is ting of lively iety. Anderson plays flute, harsinging backed by a trio of monica. and acoustic guitar witl1
female singers and a very apt equal grace and charm and prorock and roll band. His halt- jects both his mus ical ideas and
ing raps, deep, decent humil- made personality through his
ity and all seemed a little un- music. .John Evan switches bereal, but, nonetheless, his en- tween piano and organ with taste
thusiasm and the gutsiness of and facility, and the rhythm
his music indicate real poten- section of guitar, bass and
:irums are all manned with
tial.
A little unreality was in order competence.
The music or Tull is dyanyhow, because shortly after
namic,
switching moods, modMylon's departure we were all
thrust into a fantast,Y world. es, and volume often and well.
Ian the Madman, the Piper, the The group can build a song
Wizard appeared with his col(continued page 8)
Bv :'11AY:-:ARD SILVA

Petitions are currently being circulated inSpring{ield, Illinois, (or LCI student GaynellP.
(Gaye) Evans. She is seeking a
position on the Springfield City
Council.
Gaye, a Political Science and
Sociology major who will graduate in December, is petitioning ror the post of Commissioner or Public Accounts and
Finance. This office will be
filled in a non-partisan election which will be held on April
16th 1971.
After filing her petition,
Gaye's major goal will be to
get beyond the February 9th
primary. The two front- running
candidates in that primary are
to be placed on the ballot for
the April 6th polling.
Gaye comments on Springfield and its City Council thus:
"The City Council needs a
younger point of view if Springfield is to get young people
to move in or return after
college."
Gaye refrained Crom commenting on her chances in the
race since no one, not even
'lerself, has officially declared his candidacy at this time.

Good men, good wine (metaphorically ~peaking), and good
shopping carts don't last long
at the Lindenwood Colleges.
John Shmaul (a good Lindenman
and true) was cruisillt down the
Ayres parking lot at approximately mach II in his pet shopping cart, George
(a real
prince. Ask the A & P boys)
when a stabilizer bar broke
sending him carreening out of
control, straight down the New
Fine Arts stairs. John saw that
if he did notdosomethingquick,
there was really going to be a
hole in his pr overbial bucket.
In accepted Llnderwood style,
however he delayed his decision until it was too late to take
al\Y effective action. He was
transported toward the stratosphere, completed threegaynor
flips in mid-air, was returned
to the firmament, and saw that
it was good. For the shopping
cart however, it was no good at
all. For on the third flip it
rested and arose no more.John
immediately went out onsearch
or some restorative and left
the cart to it's fate. It is
reported that George is maki.ng
an attempt at recuperation in
the vicinity of Irwin.
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Critics As Architects
::.:.:.••:.:.::,:•=········•.•.=.:.:.:.:.:.....:~::::.·.·.-.. .-.-.................{ .. u
Kenneth Keniston has noted
that our society has mass produced a generation of critics.
It is time for the critics to
recognize the full extent of
their obligations to others and their involvement in the
society, its benefits and shortcomings.
A major malady in our increasingly polarized society is
our tendency to pursue persona l goals without thought of the
costs to the community. In our
eagerness to make ourselves
clear, to vindicate our views
against all comers, we listen
not to learn, but to respond
with a more cogent rejoinder.
Suspic ious of challengers, we
ignore fine distinctions - a
healthy diversity is construed
as irreconcilable differences;
dialogue is forsaken for diatribe and confrontation.
And
oblivious to the excitement to
be found with others, we drift
toward isolation. Some choose
drugs in search of excitement
and insight in an artificial
world. Others are equally paralyzed by the self-righteous'
avoidance of involvement.
The first obligation of critics is to be willing to take respon~ibility for their actions
But responsibility is not enough,
for it may simply cause one
to become more arrogant about
his power. "For this death there
can be no rationalization. We
accept the terrible res pons 1bility," wrote those who bombed
the Army Mathematics Research Center at the University
or Wisconsin and killed Robert
Fasshacht, a promising gradu-

...-. . .-.......•.

by Dr. Stanley Caine

Dr. Stanley Caine lectures his Hist orv 205 class (photo by Hyde)
ate student. Their disclaimer is gencies. We must help conceive
not enough. It does not and can- and win acceptance for bounanot acquit them, for a sense or arie,; within which we can live in
moral
responsibility is not peace with ourselves and our
enough.
fellows. By listening to and
learning from one another, we
can gain these skills. By deMore must be expected of educated men. If a building falls veloping the common bonds
which tie us together we can
for lack of proper structur e,
the architect is not acquitted obtain the power needed to aby his sense of guilt. He is chieve necessary changes. The
expected to know how to build r esult can be a strong society
a firm and lasting structure. founded in a community of inThe same competence can be terest and concern. In this time
of trouble, critics must also be
expected or us. We are obligated to anticipate the a lterna- architects i! the society is to
survive.
tives and plan for the contin-

(photo by Hyde)

Sixty children Crom the St.
Charles Tutorial
Program
over-ran Lindenwood' s 'Wooden Niccoli' on the evening of
Wednesday November 11th. The
reason? - a party held in their
honor by their tutors.
The tutors, mostly students
and professors at the Lindenwood Colleges took this opportunity to talk with their pupils
and arrange a time and place
for their private classes. Also under discussion was the
subject content of the classes
but even this reference to work
could not dampen the evenings
proceedings.
Since tutorial sessions are
to be held on a one toonebasis,
the party was designed as a
get-to-know-you affair. What
it may have lacked in formality, it more than made up in
spontaneity and liveliness.
The youngsters, ranging in
age from 6 to 16, danced to the
mustc or the Juke-box, snacked on cookies and chips, and
drank large quantities of punch.
Most of the fun was had on
the lawn outside of the union
where the s mailer children rode
piggy-back (sometimes two at
a time) on the backs of their
tutors. Now that's putting education to work for you!

The pigeon strikes again?
It is rumored that two whitewinged warriors crept into the
corridor outside of President
John Anthony Brown's office
on Friday, November 13th. (Is
the date significant?) The everalert security service was
quickly on the scene with Its
two man bird-watching force.
Erwin Gibson, campus security chief, soon set matters
to right with a steady hand. Gibson enforced law and order and
removed the errant denizens of
the sky. The question remains,
however: who has been giving
President Brown the birds?

Chief Gibson

.....
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STUDENT SENATE ...
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Lessons, Sheet Music, Records, Instruments, Service.
Everything for the student
or professional.

(cont. from page5)
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A!though we did not plan to
have the whole campus begging
us to return to our posts, we
did plan to have a concerned
response Crom the majority to
community members - for example, when the Senate were in
2424 West Clay Street. :
the Fine Arts Build~ to meet
withfaculty to discuss the pro- •
lr'ICJIW~St. Charles Plaza, 724-6688 :
blems, ten faculty members attended. This was ten our ofsix- =••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••e•:
cy-three or one-six of the faculty. The Dean spoke to us
once. Fine. Therefore, further
action will be take until we're
recognized and respected as
the majority group voice on this
campus.
We recognize the consequences of our actions. DO
2001 1st.
YOl!?
Student Senate
Capitol Dr.
Lindenwood College
124-9111
( Arross From Kroiter's)
Cor Women

•

•
BASS WEEJUNS8 ore for doing 1hings.
People notice the woy you look. And move in
hondsewn Boss Weejuns. Only Boss makes
genuine Weejuns. The soh, supple, fine leather
casual with oulhentic moccasin construclion.
Comfortable. Good looking. Ready to move.
Lots of styles 10 choose from.

MAO IAN ..
(cont from page 7)
from a folk beginning, through
a long solo and into a devastating rock ending, never once
losing their grip on the audience. The style and structure of
the music is jazz-rock, but of
a distinct blend, in that they
always sound like Jethro Tull,
never sound the same and never sound like anyone else.
Each performer was allowed
a solo, and, in addition, there
were instrumental pairings
which were tasteful and interesting. The only thing which I
failed to appreciate In the whole
evening was the drum solo. 1
reall.ze that all performers have
got to get their satisfaction, but
ten minutes of anything less
than Buddy Rich or Tony Williams 1s tedious. 'Nuff said.
Nonetheless, I would advise
anyone, rock music haters included, to go escape into mad
Ian's world. You won't believe
it, but you won't re.1tret it.

Earn $275 a month

I

From
Athens, Greece

lnte rships Available
To Sophomores And Juniors

I

Work in a public library in Missouri this summer.
See if a library career is for you.

Write:

Library Career Consultant
Missouri State Library
Jefferson City, Missouri
65101

I

Village
Handbags
Colors and Patterns galore.

"'~"'
..J~

$3.00 & $4.00
With this Advertisement.

g:/ete~!/l_~
610 S. Ma,n St. St. Charles, Mo. 63301
Upen seven days a week from 10 to 6.

fiuf Your Dote
By

Co.,er
five Dates-$6
AIIYTIIE 781-8100

SfUl DEPT.
DOWNTOWN ST. CHARLES

BASS TACKS'" ore for going places.
W herever your fancy tokes you, great looking,
Boss Tocks make the trip. Comfortable and

PLAZA

easy. Pick o poir lodoy from lots of new slyles.

BOWL
Weeien,: Bowling is
FUN!
W. Cla

••••••••••••••••••••
•
•
:• HAPPY THANKSGIVING •:
: WHETHER AT HOME:
:
OR AT SCHOOL. :

•

•

i• ARA I•
:

FOOD SERVICE

:

•: GOO BLESS YOU. :•
• ••••••••••••••••••••
••

PREGNANT? NEED HELP?
PREGNANT? NEED HELP? Abortions are now legal in New
York City up to 24 weeks. The Abortion Referral Service will
provide a quick and inexpensive end to your pregnancy. We
are a member or the National Organization to Legalize
Abortion. CALL 1-215-878-5800 for totally confidential
information. There are no shots or pills Lo terminate a
pregnancy. These medica~ions are _intended to induce.a late
period only. A good medical test 1s your best 1st action to
insure your chance for choice. Get a test immediately. O_ur
pregnancy counseling service will provide totally confidential
alternalives to your pregnancy. We h~ve a 10ng_11sto~ those_we
have already assisted should you wish to verify thts service.
COPY OUR NUMBER FOR FUTURE REFERENCE
1-215-878-5800.

